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1. Name of Property

historic name...
Miasion Court Bungalows

names/site number __

2. Location

st.eet £ numt^r.JJ.^J....r_:'JlZl_Sjjgo.nd_Street and 3354 - 3362 First Street N&] not for publicatiion

city cr town.___ Riverside ..__JSfAD vicinity

code_QA__ county .JAvarside_______ codeQA2^1 .zip code

al Agency Certification

As the •1esii>»oie-J autiioiity under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I hereby certify that this E nomination 
Lj reni-cst for det«jrrniiit>tion of eligibility iiioets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Rtxjistoi of 
I Jijtoiic Places and meets the procedural ana professional requirements bet forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, th« prootmy 
! 4 !i'if/«tt LJ^doai not rneot the National Register criteria. I recommend that this piuperty bo consider^ significant 
'' n.».tior»aj(/LJ st^Uiwide &1I locally. (S J See continuation sheet for additional comments.)

._....
Signature of certifying official^Title Date/f*

._?.?_l.i-f.QJ__nia ..0f..f ice ._of Jlistari.c Preserva11 an -..-—
Staie of Federal" agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property CJ meats D does not meet the National Register criteria. (Q See continuation sheet for additional 
comments.)

Sigr-ature of certifying official/Title Date

State or Federal agency and

4. National Park Service Ceruncatjon
I hereby/edify that the property is: 

M enteied in the National Register 
LJ Sbe continuation sheet.

LJ determined eligible for the 
National Register 

LI See continuation sheet.

CJ determined not eligible for the 
National Register.

LJ removed from the National 
Register.

CJ other, (explain.) .......



Mission Court Bungalows 
Name of Property

Riverside, California 
County and State

5. Classification
Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply)

D private 
D public-local 
G public-State 
D public-Federal

Category of Property
(Check only one box)

Q building(s) 
££ district 
G site 
G structure 
G object

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple propeily listing.) 

NA

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing

10

10

Noncontributing

0

0

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Number of contributing resources previously listed 
in the National Register

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions
(Entor categories from instructions) 

DOMESTIC/single dwelling/multiple dwelling

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

DOMESTIC/single dwelling/multiple dwelling

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions) 
LATE-19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/

Mission/Spanish Colonial Revival and Pueblo

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete stemwall, center posts

wails stucco over wood frame________

roof „ 

other

asphalt, ceramic tile

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current condition of the propoity on one or more continuation sheets)



Name of Properly
..» California 

County and State

8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing )

L ] A Property is associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history.

["J B Property is associated with the lives ot persons 
significant in our past.

}Q£ C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
ot a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses 
h»gh artistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.

! J D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history <

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes thai apply.)

Property is:

D A owned by a religious institution or used for 
religious purposes.

LI B removed from its original location.

LI C a birthplace or grave.

G D a cemetery.

G E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

G F a commemorative property.

G G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years.

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories tiom instructions) 

ARCHITCTURE/other: site type

Period of Significance
1927 - 1931

Significant Dates
N/A

Significant Person
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 

N/A

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

Architect/Builder
Goss, Walter R.

Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain the significance of the property en one or mote continuation sheets.)

9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography
(Cite the books, articles, and other souices used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets)

Previous documentation on file \NPS):
G preliminary determination of individual listing (36

CFR 67) has been requested 
G previously listed in the National Register 
G previously determined eligible by the National

Register
G designated a National Historic Landmark 
G recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey

G recorded by Historic American Engineering 
Record # _ ........ ..__......,,......,...._._.._

Primary location of additional data:
G State Historic Preservation Office 
G Other State agency 
f ...I Federal agency 
IQf Local government 
G University 
{ I Other 

Name of repository.
Redevelopment Agency,

Museum, and archives (clerk's office).



Mission Court 
Name of Property

Riverside, California
County and State

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property 2/3 of one acre

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation shebi.j

1 l!Jj l4l.6j.6i.2L.6i9] I I^/JAQI All Pi 
Zone Easting Northing

2 L.iJ LU..i.i..L..I L...I._i_Li_iJ

Verbal Boundary Description
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation ulioet.)

Boundary Justification
(EZxpitiir, why tha boundaries were salectcci or? a continuation sneei)

3 .._i...J |.J___ 
Zone Easting

[ 1 Sea continuation sheet

jj _
Northing

11. Form Prepared By

name/title VJ.B^f I" Solheld/Historical Resources Consultant___ ____ _ ___ 

organization self (for City of Riverside & landowner) __ date Marcn 22 » ^993

street & numbar Twilight Canyon Road - G

city or town Yorba Linda __ state

_ telephone

CA

7U/692-5318

_ zip code
92687

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:

Continuation Sheets

Maps

A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 

Photographs

Representative black and white photographs of the property.

Additional items
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)

Property Owner________________________________________________
(Complete this item at the request of SHPO or FPO.)

Paul and Suzanne Harlowname

street & number 7138 Peralta Place 

city or town Riverside state

telephone

CA

909/681-3368

zip coda 92509

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate 
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain 
a benefit in accordance with the National Histonc. Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 a/ sec/.)

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including time for reviewing 
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the foim. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect 
of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division. National Park Seivice, F O. Box 37127. Washington. DC 20013-7127; and the Office of 
Management and Budget. Paperwork Reductions Projects (1024-0018), Washington. DC 20503.
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c! In the northeastern {x>rlion of Riverside's historic Mile Square town plan, and within 
the locally designated Heritage Square Historic District, the "Mission Court Bungalows'* 
bungalow court occupies the center of a block aud fronts both First and Second Streets. The 
Mission Court Bungalows are attractive renditions of the Spanish Colonial Revival Style with 
Pueblo Style influences, being of wood-frame construction with textured stucco walls and red 
tile roofs. The court contains mature trees, bushes, and grass at both ends and throughout, 
as It did historically. It is made up of four duplexes and five single residences with various 
designs and floor plans (9 buildings with 13 living units, plus one small gar age/storage unit) 
that range in size from 600 to 1,000 square feet. The bungalows were constructed from 1927 
to 1931 and have been altered very little, and together with their environment exhibit 
integrity of design, setting, feeling, and association.

The court is located in the middle of a block bounded by Lime and Mulberry Streets and is 
laid out on a northeast to southwest axis between First and Second Streets (Riverside itself is 
laid out in this direction). Unlike many bungalow courts which are open at only one end, the 
court has a central drive that opens to both First and Second Streets. As can be seen on the 
attached map. the northeastern portion of the court narrows from the southwestern portion. 
This discrepancy in the lot size is due to the early formation of the large lot to the southeast 
of the court, which still holds the 1884/1890 residence of one of the first and more 
influential families in Riverside, the Waite family. Lyman Waite purchased the entire block in 
1884 (Klotz and Hall 1985), but Walter R. Goss (a local contractor) owned the central part of 
the block by 1927. To make the most of the narrow lot behind the Waite residence, Goss 
built a single row of bungalows at the northern end. The southern end of the court, which 
holds the oldest structures, has six bungalows on either side of the central drive.

The bungalows were constructed one alter another, with the first two at Second Street being 
built in 1927. These two buildings are the largest residences within the court. Like the other 
four southern residences, these buildings are mirrored images of themselves. The duplex at 
the northern end of the property was built last, in 1931. Apparently there were four small 
garages/storage areas between the six southern residences, as is evidenced by San born fire 
insurance maps, but only one remains. Of the three residences at the northern end of the 
court, the Sanborn flre insurance maps depict three garages or storage units, two being very 
small. The date of construction and demolition of the garages/storage units is unknown 
since only two of the building permits mention garages, and there are no demolition permits 
in the city's property file.

The Interiors have wood floors, built-in storage cabinets and ironing boards, a combination of 
arched and flat doorways, and skylights. Most have old mail boxes by their front doors that 
may be contemporary with each unit's construction. The exteriors are essentially the same 
as when constructed. The textured stucco remains (having only been patched in places) and 
most of the original many-paned windows remain. As windows were broken, the panes 
tended to be replaced by larger pieces of glass but within the original wood frame, thus the
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differences in some windows (please refer to the attached photographs of each building). One 
window at 3360 First Street is aluminum frame, but the owners intend to replace it.

The building permits do not separate the Individual buildings by address, but list all as 
"3355" Second Street, except for the duplex that fronts First Street (3360/62). In the 
individual building descriptions below, dates for each building were surmised from the value 
and description of the property provided on the permit.

3355 and 3373 Second Street. These two bungalows front Second Street and so set the 
appearance of the court from the street, as does the duplex bungalow at the opposite end of 
the court. They have mature trees and bushes in front. 3355 and 3373 were built in 1927 
and are of the same design, though mirrored image. Their design and execution demonstrate 
much attention to detail. These bungalows are basically square with low-pitched front and 
side gabled roofs in front, and flat, parapeted roofs in back. Breaking the square plan, a 
front room (bedroom) Juts out at the left end of the building; this room has the front gable 
already mentioned, and a large, many-paiied central window. At the right end of the building 
a portion of the living room was made to extend beyond the wall, and contains a central, 
many-paned window. The effect of these two room extensions, along with a short wall 
enclosing the front walkway, is to form a miniature courtyard. The gabled roof and the edges 
of the flat roof are covered with Mission Style tiles. The stucco walls were made to look 
rough, perhaps stone-like, by the surflclal placement of stucco "bumps."

The front facade features many curved forms, indicative of the romantic Spanish Colonial 
Revival/Miss ion Style of architecture: the left wall extends beyond the house to form a 
curved partition that separates the side yard from the front (a wood door extends from the 
wall to the property line); the walls are flared outward before they meet the roof for decorative 
effect; the front gable portion of the roof curves down and out at the right side to form the 
small porch roof; under the porch roof there is an arched wall opening, allowing the passerby 
to see the front door; from the porch a short wall curves down until it runs parallel to the 
ground, forming an enclosed walkway between the house and the yard. A small, square 
pedestal was formed at the end of this wall.

The sides of the buildings are relatively plain, although the sides facing the center of the 
court are more detailed. The sides facing the court demonstrate that these two buildings are 
almost made of two separate buildings themselves. The back portion of the building has a 
flat roof with tiles around the edge, a metal vent, and a large, many-paned window. The front 
of the building has a low-pitched roof covered with tiles, a central chimney ("bottle" shaped 
with sharp corners; stucco with brick embeillsh-ments), small windows on either side of the 
chimney, and a ground level vent. The back and exterior side of the buildings are very plain, 
having flat walls, a back door, and small windows.

Behind 3355. and beside 3357, is a small flat-roof garage and storage unit. The front of this 
unit faces the center of the court and has vertical doors on the right half to allow a very 
narrow car to enter (there is probably no car today that could use this entrance). The left
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half lias a long, horizontal fold-oat window (double row, five panes each) that has a bottom 
hinge The unit has a 3-foot wide overhang (canopy) with wood snlngles, which is held up by 
two potes that lean up and oat from the wall at ground level. The unit today has a small 
addition at the back. It is not known if this unit was meant for the sole use of the resident at 
3355, or if it was shared with 3357. The Sanborn fire insurance map (1951) shows that 3373 
also had such a unit at one time.

3369/3371 and 3357/3359 Second Street. These two duplexes are the second buildings in 
from Second Street, and are the least detailed buildings in the court. Like 3355 and 3373, 
they are mirrored images of each other. The court-facing wall of each is designed to be a side 
wall. The wall is flat with two upper vents, has a flat, pueblo-like parapeted roof (the center 
rises above the rest) with tiles lining it, and there Is a large, many-paned horizontal window 
in the center of each unit in the duplex. A small door canopy can be seen at either side. The 
walls are roughly stuccoed, as can be seen in raking light, but they do not exhibit the obvious 
"bumps" of 3355 and 3373. The upper part of the wall flares out to meet the roof for a 
decorative effect similar to 3355 and 3373.

The "sides" of these two duplexes are flat and contain three small windows. The front door is 
at the extreme right end, has a small tile-covered canopy, and a two-step concrete base. 
There is a drain in the center near the top, indicating the height of the roof line. The back 
side Is flat with a back door and windows for each unit. As far as can be surmised from the 
building permits, these duplexes were probably built In 1927. The 1951 Sanborn fire 
insurance map shows a garage/ storage unit between each of these duplexes and their next 
door neighbors, but no such units exist today. The Sanborn map also shows that there was 
a v«.-.ry wmall enclosure at the back door (at the back lot line) of each duplex, which the 
present owner said were service porches for a laundry; the city had required that they be 
removed (Harlow 1992, personal communication).

3361 and 3367 Second Street. These two units are much more detailed than the duplexes 
described above, and are somewhat similar to 3355 and 3373 in design. They were probably 
built in 1928. The units are basically square in plan, with the front facades facing the court; 
the roof is covered with ceramic tiles. The right third of 3367 (and the left of 3361) has a 
room Jutting out from the front wall. This portion of the front has a front gable with vent at 
top and a large central window. This window is inset, has a bottom wood sill, and is divided 
into three parts; the parts are separated by curved stucco (there are no sharp corners). The 
roof is extended toward the center of the building to form the porch roof, and the front wall 
curves Inward and down to the ground. There is a concrete platform (one-step) in front of the 
door. The flat wall behind, in the center of the building, has a small window. At the opposite 
end of the front facade is what may be thought of as an unusual square bay window. The 
square projection has a slant tile roof, a window, and is less than a foot off the ground. 3361 
sits slightly higher off the ground than 3367 (3361's front concrete platform has a second 
atep).
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Like the other buildings, the sides are unadorned. The side walls have three small windows, 
a central door, and a small metal vent. The back walls are plain with a few small windows. 
Historically, 3367 was slightly different than 3361 even though they look the same today. 
3367 used to have a storage unH attached to its north side (a curved roof shape is still 
evident In the wall today), as evidenced by a Sanboni ftre Insurance map. Unlike 3367, 3361 
most likely did not have a storage unit because the property line from the historic Walte 
residence was too ckxse.

3354/3356 First Street. Probably because the court opens to both Second and First Streets, 
the court units were given either First or Second Street numbers. 3354/3356 Is a duplex 
next to 3367 Second Street, but is physically closer to First Street. This duplex is the same 
as 3369/71 and 3357/59, except that the vents facing the court are made of stacked tile 
instead of metal. It was probably built In 1929-3O. The Sanborn map shows that there was 
a garage/storage area between 3354/56 and 3358.

3358 First Street. 3358 is an abridged version of 3367 Second Street; the portion of the 
building that would have had the square window projection was not built. Otherwise, the 
design Is the same. The back of this unit Is slightly different (from 3367) In that there Is a 
door at the back of the left side that leads into what was a large built-in storage area 
(presumably), which has since been converted into a bedroom. This unit was probably built 
in 1930.

3360/3362 First Street. This duplex, built in 1931, fronts First street and is quite detailed In 
design. 3360 (on the left side, looking from First Street) is slightly smaller than 3362. From 
the front, 3360 Is set back from 3362 and has an enclosed front yard. The enclosure is a 
short stucco-covered wall that opens through a small wood gate at the side. The roof of 3360 
Is both pitched (at the left end) and flat at the front, having tiles on both parts. The front 
door Is right of center, has four concrete steps leading up to it, and has a tile covered canopy 
or overhang. A large, many-paned window is centered In the remaining wall space to the left. 
The front yard's wall curves up to meet the front wall. 3360's side wall faces the drive. This 
wall has a very low-pitched roof gable with two stacked-tile vents and three windows. The 
side is indented in the back where there Is a back door entrance (facing the back side), with a 
four-step concrete platform leading up to it. Like all the other bungalows, the walls flare at 
the top to meet the roof.

The front of 3362 is gabled with a tile roof and two stacked-tile vents above the door. The 
door Is In the center with four concrete steps leading up to it, and It has a tile covered 
canopy. There are windows on either side of the door. 3362 also has an indented side that 
holds a back door. The Sanborn map indicates that there was a narrow garage or storage 
unit behind 3362.
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Under Criterion C of the National Register Criteria, the "Mission Court Bungalows" (1927 to 
193U arc sifftincwit at the local level because they embody the distinctive characteristics oi 
an architectural site type- -the bungalow court-in *. California city where relatively few were 
Su?«rJ^ fSwer^maln. Bungalow courts are fairly common in the urban areas of 
southern California where this site type developed and flourlshea (irom c.•™'<'toc. 1940), 
buoitly three remain of the estimated eight that once stood in Riverside The Mss*nCourt 
Bungalows are significant because of their configuration as an architectural site type, not 
because of their architectural style. Perhaps the one most prevalent characteristic of 
bungJow courts was that they provided attractive, affordable, high-density housing, which 
the Mission Court Bungalows did. Another characteristic was that they P{^ed f scnw of 
focus (or enclosure) and a "micro-neighborhood" environment, which the Mission Court 
Bungalows did as well.

The Mission Court Bungalows were designed In the Spanish Colonial Revival Style of 
architecture, but with Mtoslon Revival and Pueblo design elements. In the early 1900si the 
Mission Style of architecture was advocated for Riverside by one of the city s most prominent 
turn-of-the-century individuals, Frank Miller. Mr. Miller and his associates in the 
L^dinarks Club promoted the Mission Style as the perfect type of architecture for Rhjjralde 
where it became quite popular. Spanish Colonial Revival came early to Riverside with the 
^^J^^ChSr&ww* First Congregational Church in ^^1914; It ^no^ 
until alter the San Diego Panama-California Exposition of 1915 that ^^fh|^^.1^v1̂  
became popular in other parts of the state. The third architectural style Identified In the 
court Pueblo Revival, was not widely used in Riverside or Southern California, although 
Pueblo Style residences exist from the period 1900-1930. The Mission Court Bungalows were 
rendered in a charming yet fairly simple mixture of Spanish Colonial Revival Mission Revival 
and Pueblo Revival styles, which no doubt was meant to evoke the ideal of California living 
associated with these styles.

"Bungalow" at the turn-of-the-century was defined as a summer cottage of the wealthy (the 
housing type and Its namesake derive from India). In the -paradise-like setting of Los 
Angeles! however, bungalows quickly became the quintessential suburban hou sing type of 
the middle class. Bungalows were low, one-story Craftsman Style houses with double front 
gables, porches, wood shingle siding (stained a dark earth tone), open eaves, and s.one or 
brick detailing. Bungalow designers shunned the Victorian enclosed type of house plan and 
design, and Instead Incorporated the ideal of natural, healthful, and practical Hying. This 
house type flourished in urban Los Angeles, which was spread out and without a center 
This allowed families to forsake cramped downtown living for cozy sing e-farni y bungalows 
with landscaped yards. Bungalows were most popular between 1910 and 1920 (Chase 1J81, 
Wrerin 1990; Winter 1980; Stlckley 1988; Lancaster 1985).

Bungalow courts were built during the 1910s also, but the court concept was popular| longer 
than the Craftsman bungalow house type, and so we see courts commonly built unt World 
War II Sylvanu* Marston apparently built the tlrst bungalow court, in Pasadena, California,
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where he submitted plans in 1909. His 11-bungalow court, called St. Frances Court, was 
designed for the well-to-do and included servants quarters, quality landscaping, and central 
automobile access. Other courts in the Los Angeles area had central driveways as well, 
although later courts were very often designed with no automobile accommodations at all 
(Gowans 1986:22; Chase 1981:33). Early bungalow courts, like Marston's, were built for the 
wealthy, but courts quickly became the high-density alternative to apartment living for lower- 
and middle-income households. Bungalow courts were

a product of the climatic and spatial characteristics in Los Angeles, of middle-class 
ideals, and of practical considerations of land use and income levels. Their existence 
was predicated on low construction costs and inexpensive land (Chase 1981:29).

Compared to individual bungalows, bungalows in courts were often small, and they **were 
distinguished not by a particular type of resident or a specific architectural style, but by their 
basic configuration of units . . ." (Chase 1981:33). In other words, bungalow courts are 
distinguished because they constitute a unique use of land, or a unique site type. Of all the 
characteristics that can be said to define a bungalow court, this is the most pervasive (Winter 
1980:67; Chase 1981:29-28, 33-36; Curtis and Ford 1988:79, 82-84). The Mission Court 
Bungalows site plan provides what can be considered the best bungalow court setting within 
the confines of the lot size and shape. Courts with central drives were built in Los Angeles 
and may not have been unusual there; since two of Riverside's three courts have central 
drives, this feature should not be considered atypical.

There are other characteristics of bungalow courts, although not all courts are the same. 
Full bungalow courts typically had 6 to 10 buildings; half courts with 4 buildings were often 
constructed with the intent of acquiring the adjacent lot to make a full court. In a study of 
all the bungalow courts in San Diego (over 400 full and half courts), James Curtis and Larry 
Ford (1988) found that there were four general layout plans. These were the "detached wide 
court," the "attached wide court," the "detached narrow court," and the "attached narrow 
court." While Curtis and Ford's categorization of court layout plans may be a helpful 
analytical tool, they purposefully excluded other types of courts, and they of course did not 
take Into account other types of courts in other communities (1988:79-85) (as already 
mentioned, Los Angeles had courts with central driveways, and none of Riverside's courts 
have end units). When defining courts as Curtis and Ford did, it is very easy to find 
"enclosure," which is a characteristic they claim is always present in courts; perhaps their 
alternative characteristic, a "sense of focus," would be a more dependable or appropriate 
criterion when looking at all bungalow court types (1988:80^.

Unlike other early-twentieth century southern California cities that had many courts (San 
Diego had over 400, for instance), Riverside today has only three bungalow courts. Based on 
an inspection of San born fire-insurance maps (1908-1939), we can estimate that Riverside 
may once have had eight or more additional courts. This is a small number of courts 
compared to cities like San Diego and Pasadena; Riverside's historic Mile Square (downtown) 
contains duplexes, strip developments, and historic apartment buildings from the 1900 to
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193O period. It is not known at this time why bungalow courts were not a~moFe common 
high-density housing alternative.

All three of Riverside's existing courts are Spanish Colonial in style. The Mission Court 
Bungalows, within downtown Riverside, were built by Walter R. Goss, a local contractor who 
ttlrto partially owned ami built the Magnolia Avenue court. This second court was built in 
!02ij 2,7 (ownership tiimiged someuine after 1924) and is south (outside) of downtown 
Riverside. Both court*, are very similar in layout and integrity of settling—except that the 
central driveway at the Magnolia Avenue court forms a dead-end—and continue to be used as 
residential rental units. The Magnolia Avenue court also has garages. The third court, built 
lii 1923-24. is a htUf court containing tour duplexes around a central walkway. This court is 
located downtown and Is used today for commercial offices. None of these three courts has 
an end unit to form a true sense of "enclosure." although all three lend a "sense of focus."

The subject bungalow court, more specifically, contains 13 attached (duplex) and detached 
living units arranged In a long narrow lot, most of which face the central drive. The 
building's arrangement on the lot, and their uniform scale (small) and style (Spanish 
Colonial), are all features that are typical of bungalow courts. These features give courts a 
"sense of focus" or a "microneighborhood" association, characteristics which result from the 
unique site plans of bungalow courts.

As an architectural site type, the Mission Court Bungalows are a good example of changing 
land use patterns. As is typical of courts, it was built as an attractive, affordable place to 
live, as a high-density alternative to apartments. Despite the problems of a small, irregular 
lot confined to the center of a block, the builder was able to provide the garden-like setting 
and the "sense of focus" that are characteristic of bungalow courts. The Mission Court 
Bungalows, as one of only three courts in the Riverside area (there are only two downtown), 
reflects both the ideal of quality living and the chami of Spanish Colonial Revival architecture 
that represented the image of California. 
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Section 1O: Verbal Boundary Description

The southeast corner of the property Is situated 157.5 feet north of the first and Mulberry 
Streets intersection, City of Riverside, Riverside County, California. From the southeast 
corner, travel north 62.5 feet to the property's northeast corner; travel west 335.9 feet to 
Second Street; travel south 11O feet to the southwest corner of the property (which is 110 feet 
north of the First and Mulberry Streets intersection); travel east 165 feet to the south-central 
corner of the property, and north 47.5 feet to the north-central corner; finally, travel east 165 
feet to the point of beginning.

Section 1O: Boundary Justification

The property boundaries given here are the same as those at the time of the court's 
construction.
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